People Still Fall In Love (Thom Schuyler)

This is an earlier song Michael used to sing in the 80’s and when announcing this song to his
audiences referred to it as “People Still Dance In The Dark.”
I have taken the chords from a couple of renditions to add variety since Michael seldom played the
same song the same way twice anyway.
I never got a chance to see him perform personally and I am the poorer for that. But through MJBlue
his music lives on, and I try and do my best to help bring his music to the masses.
Enjoy,
Dale Dickson
September 2020

https://youtu.be/TONHGjQzt7E
https://youtu.be/fDcPDyaoxPE 11:10 mark (video)
https://youtu.be/gDjzfwtDjg8 26:53 mark (audio)

PEOPLE STILL FALL IN LOVE (Thom Schuyler)
INSTRUMENTAL 

1.
Life here on earth,
starting at
birth
2. They send you to school, they assume you’re a fool

1.
is hard to look straight in the eye
2. so they write in your name on your shoes

1. You’re naked and blind so they slap your behind
2. When you get on your feet then they make you compete

1. just to see that you know how to cry
2. just to see that you know how to lose

(go to 2nd verse)

(Chorus) But people still dance in the dark hold hands in the park

send a wish up above

Things aren’t as bad as they sometimes appear

‘cause people still fall in love
(go to verses 3 and 4)
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3. If you’re shy when you’re young then the cat’s got your tongue
4.
Weary and
worn,
tattered and torn

3. If you’re skinny they say you eat like a bird
4.
The journey must
come to an end

3. Then they put you to sleep counting all of their
sheep
4. When they lower you down, it’s the love that you’ve found

3.
Just to see that you’re part of their herd (go to verse 4)
4. That would make you go through it again.

(Chorus)

‘Cause people still dance in the dark hold hands in the park

send a wish up above

Things aren’t as bad as they sometimes appear

‘cause people still fall in love and they..
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dance in the dark hold hands in the park

send a wish up above

Things aren’t as bad as they sometimes appear

…‘cause people still fall in love

